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Abstract: This paper is based on the Monte Carlo method and real option theory to set up nuclear energy
investment evaluation model. As application, this model is used to evaluate the value of China’s San-men
nuclear power plant in Zhejiang province under abandon option. First, evaluate the influence of the market
mechanism for the value of nuclear power.Then,compare the value of plant under two kinds of situations
about considering the carbon value and not considering the carbon value.
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Introduction

On March 11, 2011, the Fukushima nuclear plant’s nuclear leak caused a reflection to the nuclear power around the world.
In the process of nuclear plant generation,nuclear power does not produce carbon dioxide,Sulfur dioxide and soot [1]. As
a renewable energy technology, nuclear power is beneficial to optimize the energy structure in our country.
Till now, existing literatures were studied on the economic competitiveness of nuclear power plant’s construction
and operation process.BianQing (2013) was based on the ISM model and Fuzzy AHP method to build nuclear power
construction cost management system and cost control system model [2]. Gao Yongjun et al (2013) based on the threedimensional nine corpus established valuation model and Payment control model of nuclear power investment projects
[3].Lei Zhu (2012) used real option theory and monte carlo method, set up a nuclear power investment evaluation simulation method and studied the value of Zhejiang San-men nuclear power plant in China [4].Shashi Jain et al (2013,2014)
used Real Options Analysis (ROA) in a utility to determine value of the normal order modular of small and medium-sized
reactor and studied influence factors of the optimal portfolio of nuclear reactor and combination mode of income distribution [5,6]. Besides, existing domestic scholars have made a qualitative research on carbon emissions prices in the carbon
market. Mo Jianlei et al (2013) put forward and analyzed the price excessive volatility of carbon emissions in the carbon
market operation process [7]. Wei Qi et al (2015) discussed and analyzed current situation and influencing factors of
carbon market prices in our country under the clean development mechanism [8].Wei Ruijuan (2013) used the empirical
method to establish the long-term equilibrium models between the carbon price and carbon emissions [9].Zhu Bangzhu
(2014) used the combination of Structural breakpoints test, co-integration technique and the ridge regression method to
analyze driver factors and driver models of the carbon market prices [10].Contrast the above literatures, we will find a lot
of methods to evaluate the value of nuclear power plant and nuclear power evaluations at home and abroad and researches
about carbon emissions prices of carbon market related qualitative and ration analysis.
But in the process of research, the literatures about the carbon value influencing on nuclear power enterprises to value
investment projects almost do not exist. Therefore, this paper based on the monte carlo method and real option theory and
focus on carbon value from nuclear power to replace the original process of thermal power generation, to set up nuclear
energy investment evaluation model.
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Model description

In the process of valuation of the nuclear power plant,we assume the total estimating time of plant value is T years and
T
the time period T is divided into N ranges. Each time period length is ∆t = N
, then tn = n∆t, n = 0, 1, 2, · · · , N .

2.1

Nuclear power investment cost

In the initial stage of nuclear power plant construction period, assuming K is the total expected cost of investment in
nuclear power plant construction period. In the ti moment, remaining total investment is K(ti ) and the investment costs
in each stage is I. Assuming K is satisfied to control diffusion process:
dKi = −Idt + β[IKi ]0.5 dx + γKi dw

(1)

where dKi is investment cost variable in the i period; β as the uncertainty scale parameter surrounding K is the variance
β2
2
parameter of total investment cost K and V ar(K) = 2−β
2 K . dx is the independent incremental of wiener process,
√
dx = ϵk dt and ϵk is random variable with average 0 and standard deviation 1[11]; β[IKi ]0.5 is distortion quantity
of total expected investment cost Ki in the i period; γ as the scale parameter of impact on uncertainty deployment is
the variance parameter of deployment; dw is related to market factors, γKi dw refers to the market’s influence on the
investment cost K.

2.2

Nuclear generating cost

In this paper, considering the market’s influence part

∑N
i=1

ηi (C, t, Ji )dqi of nuclear power generation cost C.

dC = (αc − ψc )Cdt + σc Cdz +

N
∑

ηi (C, t, Ji )dqi

(2)

i=1

Where dC is The partial differential representation of
√ Geometric Brownian motion of nuclear generating cost; dz is the
independent incremental of wiener process, dz = εc dt and εc is random variable with average 0 and standard deviation
1; αc and σc respectively represent the drift rate and volatility rate of nuclear generating cost; ψc is risk premiums of
nuclear generating cost; αc − ψc is drift rate of nuclear generating cost under risk neutral conditions. σc Cdt is the
fluctuation quantity of change in nuclear generating cost C; ηi is arbitrary function of fuel price about time; Ji follows
any distribution Qi (J); dqi obeys the poisson distribution with the parameters λi :
{
0, 1 − λi (CN , t)dt
dqi =
(3)
1, λi (CN , t)dt,
where λi (CN , t)dt is a very small probability.

2.3

Carbon value

In this paper, assuming that the carbon price pc follows geometric Brownian motion:
dpc = µc pc dt + θc pc dxc

(4)

where µc is the drift parameter of carbon dioxide price changes; θc is the variance parameter of Carbon dioxide price
changes; dxc is the independent incremental of wiener process; µc pc dt is the change rate of carbon price relative to the
change of time dt. θc pc dxc is the fluctuation quantity of carbon price. The carbon value Vc (pc , t) in nuclear power
operation process:
1
(5)
Vc (pc , t) = QElec apc a[ ][1 − e−ϕ(T −t) ] = vt QElec
θ
where QElec is nuclear power generating capacity; is carbon emission factor; QElec a is carbon dioxide emissions when
electric quantity of thermal power reaches to QElec kw; ϕ is price rate of carbon dioxide after risk adjusted; T is the
total time period of nuclear power investment (construction period and operation period);For convenience,we use vt =
apc [ ϕ1 ][1 − e−ϕ(T −t) .
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Nuclear accident

Reference [4] in this paper, in the stage of nuclear power generation.Assuming qis conform to the poisson distribution
with parameter λ:
{
0, 1 − λdt
dq =
(6)
µ, λdt,
where λ is the average probability of nuclear accident; is the loss caused by nuclear accident in power generation stage of
nuclear power plants.

2.5

Environmental cost

Nuclear waste disposal cost is affected by the nuclear waste disposal technology and has great uncertainty,So this article
references [12] and only estimates a simple numerical.Because the environmental harness cost of Europe’s natural gas
generation is close to the nuclear powers,and at home and abroad, the discharge rate of pollutants in the natural gas generating process is almost unanimous in other countries.when assuming national currency has the same purchasing power in
each own country, the environmental costs between natural gas and nuclear power generation have comparability.Using
the ratio of two types of energy in various European countries and the environmental costs of China’s natural gas power
generation can estimate the environmental costs of China’s nuclear power generation (see [12]):
νc = ωc (

νe
)
ωe

(7)

where νc and ωc respectively denote the environmental costs which are result from Chinese nuclear power and natural gas
power generation; νe and ωe respectively denote the environmental costs which are result from nuclear power and natural
gas power generation in Europe’s countries.

2.6

Electricity price

This paper references [4], considering the electricity price mechanism is as follows: The electricity price has a characteristic of liberalization as same as the electricity market in the nuclear power plant operation process.From a long-term
point, electricity prices follow the random process of mean reversion.Assuming power price follows geometric Brownian
motion.At any time t, electricity price is p yuan/kwh, then the changing process of electricity prices under the condition
of risk neutral, in the period of time dt is as follows:
dp = (αc − ψc )Cdt + σc pdzp

(8)

where αp represents the drift parameter of electricity price; σ√
p represents the volatility parameter of electricity price; dzp
is the independent incremental of wiener process; dzp = εp dt and εp is random variable with average 0 and standard
deviation 1; ψp is risk premiums of electricity price; αc − ψc is drift rate of electricity price under risk neutral conditions.

2.7

Modeling nuclear power valuation

In the operation stage of nuclear power plant ,we need to estimate the cash flow in the process of nuclear power.First of
all, calculating the generating capacity of third generation of nuclear power plant QElec (tn ) in phase tn which depends
on the installed capacity M ,capacity factor Captn ,availability avaitn and duration hours htn .So the generating capacity
of third generation of nuclear power is:
QElec (tn ) = M Cap(tn )avai(tn )h(tn )

(9)

The cash flow CFti earned by the enterprises to sell electricity at ti stage is:
CFti = [p(ti ) − C(ti ) − νc + v(ti )]QElec (tn )(1 − T ax) − ∆q
where v(ti ) is the unit carbon value at ti moment; T ax is the income tax of electric power generation enterprise;
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Model solution

Here we use a least squares of monte carlo method to quantify forecast value and calculate the plant value.The plant value
is calculated from the zero time point,along each path forward until time point reaches the last date of observation or the
initial stop time.Cash flow at the last time of each path is discounted to zero moment.Take the average value of all path as
the abandon option value of nuclear power plant, the expression is as follows:
 ∑N
∑τg −r(tn −t0 )
−r(tn −t0 )
G 
CF (g, tn ) − n=1
e
I(g, tn ), if path g is not abandoned.
∑
n=τg +1 e
1
Exp
V
(t0 ) =
G g=1  ∑τg −r(tn −t0 )
− n=1 e
I(g, tn ), if path g is abandoned.
(11)

4

Case study

In this thesis, San-men third-generation nuclear power plant project is selected as a case study. In the case study, we
will evaluate value of third-generation nuclear power plant under government-set electricity prices, in order to determine
whether it is worth being invested. We consider the randomness of monte carlo valuation and each simulated path gets
five results and the simulated paths are set as G = 5000.

4.1

The simulation path of nuclear generating cost and investment cost

This article in view of the nuclear generating market linkage, makes a single path compared with no market linkage
mechanism of nuclear generating cost and the market linkage mechanism of nuclear generating cost. The results are
shown in Fig 1.

Figure 1: Cost simulation in operation stage of nuclear power plant(non-market linkage and market linkage)(single path)
From Fig 1 we can see nuclear generating cost of non-market linkage is relatively stable. Nuclear generating costs fluctuate
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around the initial cost and are without obvious jumping up points. Visibly when the fuel price is relatively stable, nuclear
generating cost is stable. Nuclear generating cost under the market linkage mechanism moves upward. This is because in
the market, the growing demand for uranium resource results in the rose and volatility of uranium prices, which affect the
nuclear generating cost. Compared to nuclear generating costs with non-market linkage mechanism, the path of nuclear
generating cost under the market linkage mechanism changes more lively and has some random jumping points in cost,
which show the uncertainty factors such as relationship between supply and demand in the market have increased the
uncertainty of nuclear generating cost.
In the whole life cycle of nuclear power plants, we simulate the remaining investment cost of nuclear power plant
under 50 paths. The investment cost of San-men nuclear power project is 40 billion yuan, which is K(t0 ) = 40 billion
yuan. The results are shown in Fig 2.

Figure 2: Nuclear power investment costs (50 paths)
From Fig 2 we see nuclear investment costs are mainly used in nuclear power plant construction period, and before the
end of the plant life, the investment has over. This is correspond with the operation maintenance cost of equipment
considered in the generating cost of plant operating period and nuclear investment cost is down along with the increase of
the total investment cost. Before the investment completed, the upward trend in the image show that in the nuclear power
plant construction and operation process, according to the actual need of the project investment, enterprises will increase
investment capital to ensure the project has sufficient operating funds.

4.2

The plant value analysis of the liberalized electricity price mechanism

We set the initial electricity price is p(t0 ) = 0.525 yuan/kwh; we calculate the nuclear power plant value about two
cases of considering carbon value and not considering carbon value and considering carbon value under the non-market
mechanism and considering carbon value under the market mechanism. The results are shown in Table 1.
We can see from Table 1, in the assessment process of nuclear power project value, when we consider the carbon
value, the average nuclear power plant project value under the options is 53.65 billion yuan which is greater than the
nuclear power project investment cost 40 billion yuan and the average Percentage of paths abandoned is 0.43 percent
which is less than 1 percent. When we do not consider the carbon value, the average nuclear power plant project value
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under the options is 37.67 billion yuan which is lower than the nuclear power project investment cost 40 billion yuan.
The average Percentage of paths abandoned 3.94 percent. This suggests that when we evaluate the unclear power plant,
if not considering the carbon value yield of enterprises, the risk of plant investment assessment is too high and the plant
value will be underestimated. Comparing the nuclear power project value with considering option and the nuclear power
project value without not considering option, we find that in the construction period, the nuclear power project value will
be underestimated with not considering the flexibility of investment, which shows that the abandoned option increases the
flexibility of nuclear power evaluation. In the assessment process of project value, the average nuclear power plant project
value under the market linkage mechanism is 58.7 billion yuan and the average nuclear power plant project value under
the non-market linkage mechanism is 53.65 billion yuan. In the two situations of case 2, the average of nuclear power
plant values with option are greater than nuclear power project investment costs 40 billion yuan, and the proportion of
abandoned paths are both less than 1 percent. This suggests that when we evaluate the unclear power plant, the market
linkage mechanism joined only in a short period has a certain influence on nuclear power value, but will not affect the
overall investment decisions. Comparing the nuclear power project value with considering option and the nuclear power
project value without considering option, we find that in the construction period, the nuclear power project value will be
underestimated without considering the flexibility of investment, which shows that the abandoned option increases the
flexibility of nuclear power evaluation.
Table 1:Results of the plant’s value under electricity price mechanism in different cases
Seed 1 Seed 2 Seed 3 Seed 4 Seed 5 Average
Consider the nuclear generating cost under non-market linkage mechanism
Case 1:the initial electricity price is 0.525 yuan/kwh
(not considering carbon value)
Plant value with option
372.46 377.07 378.17 386.24 369.32 376.65
Percentage of paths abandoned 3.96
4.03
3.98
3.78
3.96
3.94
Plant value without option
366.12 371.46 372.12 378.64 362.04 370.08
Option value
6.34
5.61
6.05
7.60
7.28
6.57
Case 2:the initial electricity price is 0.525 yuan/kwh
(considering carbon value)
Plant value with option
516.32 520.31 523.63 538.81 583.50 536.51
Percentage of paths abandoned 0.36
0.39
0.42
0.45
0.52
0.43
Plant value without option
485.63 501.48 512.64 512.04 571.61 516.68
Option value
30.69
18.83
10.99
26.77
11.89
19.83
Consider the nuclear generating cost under market linkage mechanism
Case 2:the initial electricity price is 0.525 yuan/kwh
(considering carbon value)
Plant value with option
653.01 601.58 522.78 607.44 553.52 587.67
Percentage of paths abandoned 0.28
0.32
0.88
0.30
0.64
0.48
Plant value without option
652.45 601.04 520.87 606.80 552.30 586.69
Option value
0.5589 0.5410 1.9083 0.6375 1.2207 0.9800

5

Conclusions

In this paper, we consider the nuclear power investment cost,nuclear generating cost and carbon value,environmental
governance costs,nuclear accident,and many other uncertainty factors. The influence of different factors being effect on
the investment of nuclear are summarized as below:
(1)Nuclear generating cost under the market linkage mechanism moves upward and has some random jumping points
in cost.But the jump of generating cost in a short time period has litter effect on the value of nuclear power plant.The
carbon value under the market linkage mechanism occurs more random jumping points and has a larger influence on
nuclear power value but is not affect the overall investment decisions.
(2)In terms of environment, the addition of carbon value shows in the aspect of energy conservation and emissions
reduction, nuclear power is advantage over other fossil energy. On the economic front, the addition of carbon value
makes nuclear power value be underestimated and enterprises can make the right investment strategy, which contains the
advantages of nuclear power.
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